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Our solution offers users the ability to 
send secure one-to-one messages to 
their Salt Communications contacts.
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Our burn functionality allows our users
to purge information from their device &
all recipients devices too. This can be
done manually, or have a timer setting.
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Available as a hosted service or as an 
on-premise installation within private 
infrastructure.
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Administrators have the ability to
prevent users having the capabilities to
download documents & images.
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We allow users to make secure one-to-one 
and conference calls with their contacts 
anywhere in the world on any network.
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We allow customers to push out live 
alerts to large groups of users within an 
organisation. Send messages, share 
images & documents as well as assign 
the level of severity to an alert.
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Our event reporting functionality allows 
for fast reporting from the field to a 
centralised control point.
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Our users can use the award winning 
branded Salt Communications platform, 
or apply their own logo and brand 
colours with a fully white-labelled system.
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Secure operational communications, 
incident response and team management. 
Built for law enforcement.
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Leaks and inappropriate access damages the effectiveness and the reputation of these police forces and may 
negatively affect the safety of officers and the general population. Mobile communications present major privacy 
challenges within policing. With a consistent increase in reported hacking activities, law enforcers have to ensure 
that they vigilantly put the necessary measures in place to protect their communications from interception and 
cyber attacks.
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Complete, cerntralized control over which
communications are archived for
accountability and regulatory compliance.
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Ability to provision and de-provision
virtually instantaneously, from anywhere
in the world.
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Our platform uses Multi-Factor
Authentication (MFA) to secure
administrator credentials ensuring
complete privacy and compliance.
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Organisations have the control over how
their metadata is managed. They can
decide to have an archived version of all
conversations, a statistical overview of
comms, or for information to be
immediately wiped.
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Our push to talk capability will allow users
to send live updates to colleagues in the
field. If users have missed live alerts they
can listen to previous messages and feed
information back regarding a specific topic.
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We will be offering secure video 
conference calling in the near future. 
This will allow important users to speak 
securely, anywhere in the world with the 
personal touch of a video connection.
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Organisations can effectively manage 
the communication channels within their
company. They control who speaks to
who as user's contact list is not linked to
their personal device.
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Enforce and management user settings 
to ensure control over data retention.


